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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Big data has become valuable property for enterprises and enabled
various intelligent applications. Today, it is common to host data in
big data platforms (e.g., Spark), where developers can submit scripts
to process the original and intermediate data tables. Meanwhile,
it is highly desirable to manage the data to comply with various
privacy requirements. To enable flexible and automated privacy
policy enforcement, we propose TaintStream, a fine-grained taint
tracking framework for Spark-like big data platforms. TaintStream
works by automatically injecting taint tracking logic into the data
processing scripts, and the injected scripts are dynamically translated to maintain a taint tag for each cell during execution. The
dynamic translation rules are carefully designed to guarantee noninterference in the original data operation. By defining different
semantics of taint tags, TaintStream can enable various data management applications such as access control, data retention, and
user data erasure. Our experiments on a self-crafted benchmark
suite show that TaintStream is able to achieve accurate cell-level
taint tracking with a precision of 93.0% and less than 15% overhead.
We also demonstrate the usefulness of TaintStream through several
real-world use cases of privacy policy enforcement.

• Security and privacy → Information flow control; Information accountability and usage control.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, we have witnessed an explosion of data and rapid
advances in data analysis techniques. To handle the massive amount
of data and complicated data processing requests, several big data
analytics engines [19, 37, 55] are proposed. Today, managing big
data with a unified platform that stores data in distributed file
systems (e.g., HDFS) and offers data processing ability with Streamlike APIs (e.g., Spark) has become a standard in industry [7].
There are typically three roles involved in a big data platform,
including data providers, data analysts, and data managers. Data
providers are typically the end-users or consumers that contribute
the raw data to the platform. For example, each user of an email
service would produce her email messages to the service maintainer.
Data providers are usually subject to privacy protection, and thus
the data provided by them must be managed properly to ensure privacy compliance. Data analysts are individuals or organizations that
submit code to process the data. They may have different identities
(from different teams, companies, or countries), with different permissions, and/or have different purposes (for advertising, product
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development, scientific research, etc.). Data managers are usually
the platform maintainers whose job is to ensure that the data is
used legitimately. They should arrange the data, sweep the data
periodically, and manage data access to avoid privacy violations. In
this work, we stand in the role of data managers and try to provide
a generic solution for privacy protection.
The current industrial practice of privacy protection for big
data platforms is mainly based on manual code review and coarsegrained control. To meet different privacy requirements, various
non-trivial mechanisms and rules for data storage, access, and processing are designed [24, 29]. Both the analysts and the managers
are required to learn the rules, and any script submitted to the
platform must go through a time-consuming review process to
ensure compliance. Privacy policies such as data retention and access control are usually enforced in a per-dataset manner, which
forces the data manager and analysts to make a difficult choice
between convenience and data utilization ratio: if they want to
fully utilize the data, they must manually organize the dataset in
fragments, so that the expiration and sensitivity of one fragment
do not affect the availability of others. Maintaining and processing
the data fragments are also cumbersome for developers. As a result,
a more automated, flexible, and fine-grained solution for privacy
compliance is highly desirable.
Taint analysis [11, 13, 40, 42] is a promising technique for finegrained data tracking and privacy protection. The goal of taint analysis is to detect whether the sensitive information from a source
point (e.g., original personal data) may be propagated to a target
point (e.g., unauthorized third parties). Taint analysis can be conducted statically by analyzing the reachability in data-flow graphs,
or dynamically by tracking the variable definitions and assignments
at runtime.
Porting existing taint analysis techniques to big data platforms
involves several challenges: (1) Data processing scripts (e.g., Spark
scripts) are designed to describe high-level operations over the
whole dataset (select, filter, groupBy, etc.) rather than direct
information propagation (mov, add, etc.), which makes it difficult
for static taint analysis methods to extract fine-grained data flow.
(2) The data in the platforms is usually scattered and transferred
across different computing and storage nodes, which makes it difficult to apply traditional (register or memory-based) dynamic taint
tracking methods [13, 42]. (3) Big data platforms have a higher
requirement for stability and maintainability of the runtime environment, so directly modifying the system to achieve tracking is
usually unacceptable for its high risk and maintenance cost.
In this paper, we propose TaintStream, a fine-grained taint tracking framework for big data platforms. TaintStream solves the above
challenges through dynamic code translation, which converts the
original data processing script at runtime to additionally maintain
a taint tag for each data cell (the minimum unit in a dataset). Such
a method combines the advantages of static and dynamic analysis techniques: The code rewriting is performed statically before
running the script so that the rewritten script can seamlessly be
executed in the unmodified analytic engine. The data processing
pipeline translation is completed dynamically at runtime when
the necessary information for taint propagation logic injection
is available. Since the injected taint propagation logic is flexible
and customizable similar to classic data-flow analysis frameworks,

TaintStream is able to fulfill various privacy protection requirements
in fine granularity.
Specifically, given a data processing script pending execution,
TaintStream first scans the code and wraps the data processing
operations with a translation function 𝜙. When the rewritten script
is executed, 𝜙 is invoked to interpret the data processing operations.
The interpretation follows a set of translation rules, which are carefully designed to ensure the conservativeness of taint propagation
and the non-interference in the original data processing operations.
The translated data processing pipeline will operate on an extended
dataset where each cell has an accompanying taint tag field. The
taint tags are maintained during data processing, and the output
data will have taint tags as well. Based on the taint propagation
mechanism, various privacy policies can be automatically enforced
by formulating the policy in TaintStream’s format, i.e., defining the
tag type and initializing, merging, and sanitizing functions. For
example, in data retention, each taint tag is a timestamp indicating
the expiration date of the data. Such a method is generic across
most modern big data platforms.
We implement the prototype based on Spark [55] that is widely
used in practice. To ensure the robustness of the translated script,
we add an exception handling mechanism, which will roll back
the dataset to a safe and conservative state once the translation
fails. We also include some simple rules to fuse data propagation
operations to improve the efficiency of translated scripts.
We evaluate TaintStream with two sets of scripts. The first is
a self-built benchmark that contains 33 scripts that cover most
common data processing operations. The second one is a set of
real-world scripts obtained from a production data platform in industry. The results show that TaintStream is able to accurately track
taint tags in the cell-level granularity with a precision of 93.0%
and a recall of 100.0%, which outperforms baselines that can track
only column-level taint propagation with an accuracy lower than
TaintStream. We also conduct a qualitative comparison between
TaintStream and the current privacy enforcement methods in industry, which shows TaintStream’s benefits in reducing manual efforts
and improving data utilization. The average time overhead and
storage overhead of TaintStream are 12.7% and 2.06%, respectively,
which are acceptable as compared with the extra manual efforts
required by existing solutions.
We summarize our contributions as follows.
• We propose a fine-grained taint tracking framework 1 to
flexibly support various privacy requirements on big data
platforms while overcoming the limitations of existing static
and dynamic taint analysis techniques.
• We introduce a benchmark for evaluating the performance
of information flow tracking methods for big data platforms.
Our method achieves a high precision of 93.0% and a 100%
recall with respect to the benchmark.
• We demonstrate various privacy enforcement cases where
TaintStream can be used to largely automate the process and
improve protection granularity, as compared with existing
solutions in practice.

1 Our

code is open-sourced at https://github.com/PrivacyStreams/TaintStream.
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Table 1: Syntax of stream-like data processing APIs.
𝑑 𝑓 ::=
|
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
𝐶𝑜𝑙 ::=
|
|
|

2

𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒
𝑑 𝑓 .𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 (𝐶𝑜𝑙)
𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 (𝐶𝑜𝑙)
𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑦 (𝐶𝑜𝑙)
𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝐶𝑜𝑙)
𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛(𝑑 𝑓 , 𝑜𝑛 = 𝐶𝑜𝑙)
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑑 𝑓 )
𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛(𝑠𝑡𝑟, 𝐶𝑜𝑙)
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐵𝑦 (𝐶𝑜𝑙 1 ).𝑎𝑔𝑔(𝐹𝑎𝑔𝑔1 (𝐶𝑜𝑙 2 ), 𝐹𝑎𝑔𝑔2 (𝐶𝑜𝑙 3 ), ...)
𝑚𝑎𝑝 (𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐).𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒 (𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐)
...
𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡
𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐 (𝐶𝑜𝑙 1, 𝐶𝑜𝑙 2, ...)
𝐹𝑎𝑔𝑔 (𝐶𝑜𝑙)

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first introduce some background, including the
general syntax of stream-like data processing APIs (§2.1) and privacy compliance requirements in big data platforms (§2.2). We then
introduce a simple but full-fledged example to show the necessity
of fine-grained taint tracking.

2.1

Stream-like Data Processing API

Most big data processing engines including Spark [2], Hadoop [37],
Kafka [27], etc. adopt a stream-like API for data processing. The
core concept of stream-like APIs is to view the data as a sequence
of elements and support sequential and parallel functional-style
operations over the elements.
Table 1 shows the general syntax of the stream-like data processing APIs. The data source (e.g., a table loaded from storage, a
live data stream generated from users, etc.) is loaded as a dataframe
(df ), which can be viewed as a sequence of elements with named
columns. The dataframe can be transformed into another dataframe
with various operations, including select, filter, map/reduce, etc. For
example, some operations are used to include, exclude, or create
columns (select, drop, withColumn), some are to filter, convert, or
group elements (filter, map, groupBy), and some are to merge the
data from different streams (join, union). The parameters of these operations are typically column names, constant values, and functions
(Func, 𝐹𝑎𝑔𝑔 , etc.).
Such a pipeline-style data processing API is similar to SQL. In
fact, stream-like APIs and SQL APIs are interchangeable in some
cases [39]. However, the stream-like APIs have become the most
common interface in most data platforms [2] due to its simplicity, flexibility (seamless support of customized functions), parallelizability (support of efficient operations like map/reduce), and
real-time processing ability (the data source can be real-time data
streams). Our taint tracking method can be applied to traditional
SQL databases as well.

2.2

Data Management and Taint Tracking

The data processed on big data platforms must be properly managed
to ensure privacy compliance because it is usually collected or
generated from users.
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There are several laws and regulations related to user privacy
protection all around the world, such as GPDR [50], HIPAA [51],
COPPA [49], etc. These regulations apply to a broad range of enterprises that are processing the personal information of individuals
under protection. In addition, many companies and data platform
owners introduce more strict data access, processing, and sharing
policies to further ensure data security and earn users’ trust.
Below we highlight three typical examples of data management
tasks that will be commonly used throughout the paper:
(1) Data retention. A data retention policy regulates how long
the personal data can be retained by the data collector. The
raw data and the data inferred from it must be deleted after
a certain retention period (e.g., three months). The retention
period may vary for different types of data. Data retention
requirements are common in many regulations including
GDPR and HIPAA.
(2) Access control. Access control is needed when multiple
parties are sharing the data platform. The access to certain
data should be restricted if the requester is unauthorized. For
example, in an international company with multiple teams,
the teams in one country may not be allowed to access the
data from another country, and the advertisement team may
not be allowed to read children’s data.
(3) User data erasure. GDPR also emphasizes the users’ right
to erasure (i.e., the right to be forgotten). When a user requests erasure, the data collected from him/her and generated based on it must be deleted.
Taint tracking (aka. information flow tracking) is a common technique to achieve the goal of privacy-preserving data management.
In a taint tracking system, the data records are tagged with marks
indicating whether and how the record is tainted, and the tags may
be propagated during computation to keep track of the information
flow. A straightforward example is the access control mechanism
in modern operating systems. Each file is typically tagged with its
owner and/or access mode (readable, writable, executable, etc.), and
the files computed from it will inherit the tags. Then the system can
simply check the permission tags to decide whether an operation
of a user is allowed on the files.

2.3

Motivating Example and Challenges

We are motivated to investigate the problem of taint tracking in big
data platforms based on our experience working with an industrial
data management team (represented as Team A in the rest of this
paper) who operates a big data platform. We believe the motivation
is shared by many other companies and data platforms.
In such data platforms, confidential user data is continuously
generated from end-users and/or stored in a large database, and
the raw user datasets are processed by various developers like
data scientists and business analysts for different purposes, including supporting personalized services, mining user behavior, and
gaining new business insights. Ensuring data security and privacy
compliance is usually necessary for these platforms.
A motivating scenario is shown in Figure 1. Team A has a data
platform hosting the data generated from client-side applications.
The data is open to different teams through Spark APIs [2, 55] to facilitate data analytic and development of new features. We assume
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A sample data processing script:
Data processing Generated
data
script

Continuous
user data
streams
…
Raw user data

Information flow in
big data platform

# user-defined function that constructs email reply pairs
func build_pairs(arg, …) {…}
# dataset "emails” contains emails in different conversations
# select conversations containing more than one email
convs = emails.groupBy($conversationId)
.agg(count(*).alias($count),
collect_list($msg).alias($msgList))
.filter($count > 1)
# construct email reply pairs
emails = emails.join(convs, on=$conversationId, "inner")
emails = emails.orderBy($date)
emails = emails.withColumn($replyPairs, build_pairs($msgList))
write_to_hdfs(emails)

Figure 1: A motivating scenario for fine-grained taint tracking. The expired records in the raw datasets and generated datasets
must be deleted to fulfill GDPR data retention requirements.
the privacy policy to be enforced is a simplified version of data
retention, which requires any personal data records created three
months ago must be deleted, so do other data records computed
from it. Deleting the expired data is challenging because the expiration date information may be missing in the datasets generated
by the analytic scripts. An example script is shown on the right
side of Figure 1, which is simplified from a real-world script that
takes user messaging data as input and generates training data for
a smart-reply machine learning model. Note that the scripts are
chainable, i.e., the output of a script can be the input of another
script, making the data management even more complicated.
The current practice in Team A to ensure privacy compliance is
mainly based on manual code review and coarse-grained dataset lineage analysis. For example, the datasets are partitioned and labeled
with different data types and sensitivity levels that are propagated
to the generated datasets. The privacy-related requirements are
enforced based on these dataset labels in an all-or-nothing manner, e.g., the whole dataset needs to be deleted if any record in it
is expired. In cases where coarse-grained automated checking is
insufficient, the developers must follow some coding rules to keep
track of sensitive data (e.g., manually maintain a user ID column
for each record to handle user erasure requests) when writing the
scripts and submit the scripts for expert review before actually
executing them, which typically takes hours or days. The current
solutions are time-consuming, inconvenient, and hard to maintain,
since both developers and code reviewers are required to learn and
obey complicated privacy requirements. An automated solution to
fine-grained information flow tracking is highly desirable.
Taint analysis is a popular technique to achieve fine-grained data
tracking in traditional programs. However, directly applying them
to our problem involves the following technical challenges:
(1) Missing traceable information in scripts. Static dataflow analysis [4, 25, 46, 48] can extract data dependency
between variables in a program. However, a script in big data
platforms describes only the high-level operations (e.g., map,
groupBy, etc.) to be performed on the dataset, rather than
the detailed assignments and computations (mov, add, etc.)
between variables. Meanwhile, the schema and actual values
of the datasets are missing in the scripts, making it difficult

to extract fine-grained data-flow between data records from
high-level operations.
(2) Complicated low-level computation and storage. Dynamic taint tracking techniques [6, 13, 35, 42] can track information propagation in traditional systems at the register,
memory, and file level. However, applying these techniques
to big data platforms is difficult because the storage and computation in big data platforms may be distributed, replicated,
and out-of-order.
(3) Diverse and flexible privacy policies. Moreover, the privacy requirements may vary across different countries and
organizations and evolve quickly. Supporting them in system level may require frequent system updating and rebooting. This would significantly harm the system stability and
service quality, since many data processing jobs are longrunning non-interruptable tasks.
To sum up, an ideal taint tracking mechanism for big data platforms should achieve three objectives: fine granularity (tracking
values rather than datasets), lightweight (tracking at the semantic
level rather than variable level), and ease of use (supporting flexible
privacy policies).

3

OUR APPROACH: TAINTSTREAM

We introduce TaintStream, a fine-grained taint tracking technique
for big data platforms. The core idea of TaintStream is to translate
the data processing scripts during script execution to add taint
propagation logic while retaining the fidelity of original operations.

3.1

Overview

The workflow of TaintStream is shown in Figure 2. For each data
processing script submitted to the platform, we first instrument
the script by wrapping the original stream pipeline with a dynamic
translation function 𝜙. The instrumented script is then executed in
the original runtime (e.g., Spark) where 𝜙 is invoked to interpret
the stream pipeline.
The instrumented script operates on an extended version of the
original dataset, in which each data cell is attached a (or multiple)
taint tag(s). The taint tags for the raw data are generated upon
dataset creation by the data managers according to the privacy

TaintStream: Fine-Grained Taint Tracking for Big Data Platforms through Dynamic Code Translation

...
emails = emails.orderBy($date)
emails = emails.withColumn($replyPairs,
build_pairs($msgList))
...

Rewrite
code

Original script

...
context = getContext()
# extract context
code = "emails = emails.orderBy($date)"
emails = 𝜙(code, context) # dynamic code translation
context = getContext()
code = "emails = emails.withColumn($replyPairs,
build_pairs($msgList))"
emails = 𝜙(code, context)
...
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...
emails = emails.orderBy($date.val)
emails = emails.withColumn($replyPairs,
tagMerge(build_pairs($msgList.val), $msgList.tag))
...

Script after dynamic
translation

Script after static rewriting

conversationId
xxx
yyy
…

msg
“Hi, I am …”
“Thanks …”
…

Original data

date
10/3
12/4
…

Attach
taint tag

conversationId
tag
val
xxx
false
yyy
false
…
…

msg
val
“Hi, I am …”
“Thanks …”
…

Privacy
Policies

Unmodified
runtime
(e.g., Spark)

Allow
or
Deny

Policy
Checker

date
tag
true
true
…

val
10/3
12/4
…

tag
false
false
…

conversationId
tag
val
yyy
false
…

Data with taint tag

…

date

replyPairs
val
[“Hi …”, “Thanks …”]

tag
true

val
10/3

tag
false

…

…

…

…

Output data with taint tag

Figure 2: TaintStream workflow.
policies, and the extended versions of intermediate datasets are
generated by our translated scripts. If the data cell has a hierarchical
structure (e.g., a ⟨𝐼𝑛𝑡, 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔⟩ pair), the taint tags are attached to
the lowest-level values rather than the whole cell.
The type and semantic meaning of the taint tags are customizable
based on the privacy policy to enforce. For example, in access
control, the taint tag of each record can be set as the owner of the
data, and anyone other than the owner can be denied to access the
information. In date retention, each record can be tagged with its
expiration date, so that data cleaning can be performed periodically
to delete the expired records. For simplicity, the taint tags in Figure 2
are boolean values.
Based on how the data is processed in the original pipeline, the
function 𝜙 determines how the taint tags should be propagated
in each operation. The taint propagation logic is written as a normal stream operation and weaved into the original pipeline, so
that the translated pipeline is also executable in the original runtime. For example, in 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 operation, a new field (in this
paper, we use field and column mutually) will be created for each
element in the stream with a function that takes other fields as
inputs. When being interpreted by 𝜙, the 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 operation
will additionally aggregate the taint tags of input fields and pass
the aggregated tag to the new field’s tag. The aggregation function
is also customizable based on the tracking objective. For example,
when aggregating multiple values with different expiration dates,
the earliest expiration date should be kept to ensure strict compliance. When aggregating two records with different authorized
groups, the output record should be tagged with the intersection
of the groups. Meanwhile, the aggregation function can also be
customized based on the underlying data processing operation. For
example, if the operation is to compute the average message length
of users’ messages, the taint tags can be cleared since the output
value is no longer sensitive.
Finally, the translated script will produce output data with cellwise taint tags. Privacy policy enforcement can be performed by
checking the taint tags. For example, to enforce data retention, we
can periodically scan the datasets and sweep the records that have
reached the expiration date. To support fine-grained access control,

we can make sure the records are only visible to the developers in
authorized groups.
Here we explain how TaintStream addresses the challenges described in §2.3. First, our method combines the benefits of static
analysis and dynamic analysis. The static code rewriting phase
overwrites the original data processing pipeline with a modified
(extended) pipeline, and the statically-unavailable information such
as data schema is available during runtime dynamic translation.
Second, our solution is light-weight, because the taint propagation
logic is injected into the script through code rewriting rather than
system modification, which hides the details about how the data is
actually stored and processed at the low level. Last but not least, the
injected taint propagation logic can be customized with code translation rules, and thus able to support flexible privacy requirements
by defining different types of taint tags, aggregation functions, etc.
The following sections will introduce the core components of
TaintStream in more detail.

3.2

Static Code Rewriting

In TaintStream, a script submitted to the data platform is first passed
through a static code rewriting phase, in which the script is instrumented to redirect the control flow to the translation functions.
Specifically, we first scan the script to locate the data processing
pipelines. This can be achieved by parsing the script and searching
the parsed syntax tree for the stream APIs described in §2.1. For
instance, in PySpark (Python interface for Spark) scripts, the data
processing operations can be located by finding the transformation
functions invoked on Dataframe instances.
In the rewritten script, each data processing pipeline is wrapped
with a translation function 𝜙. The function takes the original lines
of code (i.e., the code to be translated at runtime) as input together
with a context variable. The context variable includes the current
data schema, types, variables, etc., which are used to provide necessary information for the dynamic code translation. We introduce a
getContext function to collect the context information at runtime.
Both the getContext function and the code translation function 𝜙
are packed as a library and linked to the script during running.
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Table 2: Examples of dynamic code translation rules. 𝜙 (𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒)
represents applying translation rules to the code. ⟨𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒, 𝑡𝑎𝑔⟩
is to pack a value field and a taint tag field into a structured
value field (the new field name is set to the same as the
value field name). 𝑉𝐶𝑜𝑙 and 𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑙 are used to get the value and
tag of the column respectively. 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 (𝑡𝑎𝑔1, 𝑡𝑎𝑔2, ...) and
𝑡𝑎𝑔𝐴𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑎𝑔) are to merge multiple taint tags or aggregate a
group of tags using a customized merging function. ⊥ represents the default tag for const/insensitive values.
Index

Original

Translated

1
2
3
4
5

𝜙 (𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒)
𝜙 (𝑑 𝑓 .𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
𝜙 (𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 (𝐶𝑜𝑙))
𝜙 (𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 (𝐶𝑜𝑙))
𝜙 (𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝐵𝑦 (𝐶𝑜𝑙))
𝜙 (𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝐶𝑜𝑙))
𝜙 ( 𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛(𝑑 𝑓2, 𝑜𝑛 = 𝐶𝑜𝑙))
𝜙 (𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑑 𝑓2 ))
𝜙 (𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛(𝑠𝑡𝑟, 𝑐𝑜𝑙))
𝜙 (𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐵𝑦 (𝐶𝑜𝑙 1 )
.𝑎𝑔𝑔(𝐹𝑎𝑔𝑔1 (𝐶𝑜𝑙 2 ), ...))

𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑑
𝜙 (𝑑 𝑓 ).𝜙 (𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 (𝜙 (𝐶𝑜𝑙))
𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 (𝜙 (𝐶𝑜𝑙))
𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑦 (𝑉𝜙 (𝐶𝑜𝑙) )
𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝑉𝜙 (𝐶𝑜𝑙) )
𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛(𝜙 (𝑑 𝑓2 ), 𝑜𝑛 = 𝑉𝜙 (𝐶𝑜𝑙) )
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝜙 (𝑑 𝑓2 ))
𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛(𝑠𝑡𝑟, 𝜙 (𝑐𝑜𝑙))
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐵𝑦(𝑉𝜙 (𝐶𝑜𝑙1 ) )
.𝑎𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑎𝑔𝐴𝑔𝑔(𝑇𝜙 (𝐶𝑜𝑙1 ) ), 𝜙 (𝐹𝑎𝑔𝑔1 (𝐶𝑜𝑙 2 ), ...)
.𝑚𝑎𝑝 (𝑥 → (⟨𝑥 1, 𝑥 2 ⟩, 𝑥 3, 𝑥 4, ...))
𝑚𝑎𝑝 (𝑥 →
(⟨𝐹𝑖 (𝑉𝑥𝑖1 , 𝑉𝑥𝑖2 , ...), 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 (𝑇𝑥𝑖1 ,𝑇𝑥𝑖2 , ...)⟩,
⟨𝐹 𝑗 (𝑉𝑥 𝑗1 , 𝑉𝑥 𝑗2 , ...), 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 (𝑇𝑥 𝑗1 ,𝑇𝑥 𝑗2 , ...)⟩,
...))
𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒 (𝑎, 𝑏 →
(⟨𝐺𝑖 (𝑉𝑎𝑖 , 𝑉𝑏𝑖 ), 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 (𝑇𝑎𝑖 ,𝑇𝑏𝑖 )⟩,
⟨...⟩, ...)
𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒
⟨𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡, ⊥⟩
⟨𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐 (𝑉𝜙 (𝐶𝑜𝑙1 ) , 𝑉𝜙 (𝐶𝑜𝑙2 ) , ...),
𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 (𝑇𝜙 (𝐶𝑜𝑙1 ) ,𝑇𝜙 (𝐶𝑜𝑙2 ) , ...)⟩
⟨𝐹𝑎𝑔𝑔 (𝑉𝜙 (𝐶𝑜𝑙) ), 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝐴𝑔𝑔(𝑇𝜙 (𝐶𝑜𝑙) )⟩

6
7
8
9
10

11

12
13
14
15
16

3.3

𝜙 (𝑚𝑎𝑝 (𝑥 →
(𝐹𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 1 , 𝑥𝑖 2 , ...),
𝐹 𝑗 (𝑥 𝑗1 , 𝑥 𝑗2 , ...),
...)))
𝜙 (𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒 (𝑎, 𝑏 →
(𝐺𝑖 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 ), ...)))
𝜙 (𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒))
𝜙 (𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡)
𝜙 (𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐 (𝐶𝑜𝑙 1, 𝐶𝑜𝑙 2, ...))
𝜙 (𝐹𝑎𝑔𝑔 (𝐶𝑜𝑙))

Dynamic Translation Rules

The static code rewriting phase sets up a proxy between the script
and the original code interpreter. The actual code logic translation is
completed dynamically when the modified script is being executed.
The core of the dynamic translation phase is the function 𝜙 that
converts the original data processing pipeline to add the effect of
taint propagation. The translation is based on a set of carefully designed rules as shown in Table 2. The rules are applied recursively
on the stream APIs in a top-down manner, which starts from the
overall pipeline (e.g., 𝑑 𝑓 .𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛∗) to the individual transformation operations (𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐵𝑦, etc.) and the arguments to
the operations (𝐶𝑜𝑙, 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐, etc.). Below shows how the first statement in Figure 2 is translated:
𝜙 (𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑠.𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑦 ($𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒))
→ 𝜙 (𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑠).𝜙 (𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑦 ($𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒 2
→ 𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑑 .𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑦 (𝑉𝜙 ($𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒) ) . . . . . . . . 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒 1 , 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒 5
→ 𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑑 .𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑦 (𝑉$𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒 13
The rules are designed with two principles: non-interference and
conservativeness. Non-interference means that the translated data
processing pipeline must have the identical effect as the original
script on the original data, so that the developers’ tasks are correctly executed by TaintStream. We validate the non-interference
of our translation rules through formal proofs 2 , in which we try
2 Details

in our repository.

Policy: Column “usrID” can never be filtered upon.
$usrID

Others
Columns …

$hashID

$usrID

Others
Columns …

$hashID
(filtered)

$usrID

Others
Columns …

df1=read_from(inputPath)

df2=df1.withColumn($hashID,
hash($usrID))
df3=df2.filter($hashID
== hash("Alice"))

Figure 3: An example of the data flow graph built by
TaintStream.
to demonstrate that the dataframe produced by the translated operation after removing taint tags is equivalent to the dataframe
produced by the original operation.
Second, we make sure that the taint tag of a cell is propagated to
any cell that is computed from it. Similar to common data-flow analysis techniques, TaintStream is designed to ensure conservativeness,
i.e., any cell that carries sensitive information is marked as tainted,
while there might be cells marked as tainted that are actually not
sensitive (false positives). The conservativeness is guaranteed in the
translation rules. First, similar to classic lattice-theoretic data-flow
analysis approaches [26], the taint tag merging function is designed
to be a conservative approximation to avoid false negatives produced during tag merging. Second, in each translation rule, all of the
arguments that can possibly contribute to the output computation
are passed into the tag merging function to produce the output tag.
Specifically, for user-defined functions, we conservatively assume
that the function return value is dependent on all arguments, no
matter what the function actually does.

3.4

Handling Implicit Flow

Our dynamic translation rules are also to pass taint tags between
the inputs and outputs of operations, while in some cases, sensitive
information may be leaked to values that are not the direct output
of the operation.
A typical example is the 𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 operation, which scans the data
and filters out the records that do not satisfy certain conditions. As a
result, all the remaining records in the produced data would satisfy
the specified conditions. Another example is the 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝐵𝑦 operation,
which sorts the records in the dataframe according to certain key(s),
and thus the first or last few records in the sorted dataframe would
convey ranking information.
Such implicit information propagation operations are mostly
performed on a whole column rather than on a value or a group
of values. Thus, tracking such information flow in cell granularity
may be inappropriate. Instead, we design a column-level data-flow
graph (DFG) to track these operations.
Specifically, we maintain a graph for each dataframe to represent
how each column in the dataframe is generated from raw data. As
shown in Figure 3, the graph contains multiple layers, each of
which represents a dataframe state. The last layer is the current
dataframe and the first layer represents the original dataframe, and
the middle layers are the intermediate dataframes. Each node in a
layer represents a column and the edge between nodes represents
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the dependency between cross-dataframe columns. For example,
we can know that the $ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ𝐼𝐷 column in Figure 3 is generated from
the $𝑢𝑠𝑟𝐼 𝐷 column in the original dataframe. If an implicit flow
operation is performed, the corresponding column will be marked
with the operation name (e.g., filter, sort, etc.).
Various checking rules can be defined on such column-level
DFGs to restrict implicit information flows. For example, in Figure
3, one can require that “the column user id can never be filtered
upon”, and the requirement can be checked by seeing whether
the relevant columns are tagged with implicit operations. These
checking rules are designed to prohibit hazardous data processing
requests (e.g., extracting information of a specific user as shown
in Figure 3), which are independent from the taint tag-based privacy enforcement mechanisms that are designed to enforce general
privacy policies.

4

IMPLEMENTATION

We implement the prototype of TaintStream on Spark [55] through
the PySpark APIs. Both the Spark platform and its Python APIs
are widely used in industry. We use astroid 2.4.2 [5], a library for
python code static analysis, to parse and rewrite the scripts. The
implementation contains ∼4.9k lines of code. Other platforms can
be easily supported by customizing the parser and operation translation rules accordingly. Here we further introduce our efforts on
making TaintStream more robust and efficient.
Exception handling. TaintStream may fail in some cases, for
example, when it encounters an unsupported operator or the translated code causes crashes (details in § 5.2). To ensure the completion
of data processing operations, we handle the failures by sacrificing
some precision. The high-level idea is to run the original operations
on the untainted dataset and then re-taint the dataset conservatively.
Specifically, when TaintStream catches a failure during executing
a translated operation, it first calculates an upper-bound taint tag
by merging all tags in the dataset before the operation, and untaints the dataset by removing all taint tags. Then we execute the
original operation on the untainted dataset to get the untainted
post-operation dataset. Finally, we recover the taint tags in the
dataset using the upper-bound taint tag. With this mechanism,
TaintStream can robustly deal with complicated and unseen scripts,
although the precision may be sacrificed in rare cases. The overhead
of exception handling is minimal (𝑂 (𝑛) where 𝑛 is the number of
tags) as compared with a typical data processing task.
Performance optimization. Inspired by compiler optimization techniques [1, 42], we implement two key operation fusion
rules to reduce redundant computations. (1) When the translated
code matches the pattern of 𝑉 ⟨𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒,𝑡𝑎𝑔⟩ or 𝑇 ⟨𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒,𝑡𝑎𝑔⟩ , TaintStream
simply translates the corresponding code snippets to 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 and 𝑡𝑎𝑔.
This optimization can reduce redundant operations to pack and get
value/tag. (2) Another optimization is applied when TaintStream
finds nested 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 operations in the translated code. We implement 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 as a function accepting arbitrary numbers of
parameters, so nested calls can be simplified to a single call of
𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒. For example, suppose a code snippet in the translated
code is 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 (𝑇 𝑎𝑔1, 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 (𝑇 𝑎𝑔2,𝑇 𝑎𝑔3 )), TaintStream will
optimize the code snippet to 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 (𝑇 𝑎𝑔1,𝑇 𝑎𝑔2,𝑇 𝑎𝑔3 ). These
two optimizations effectively reduce 24% time overhead on average.
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More advanced optimization rules will be added in the future to
further improve the performance.

5

EVALUATION

Our evaluation addresses the following research questions:
(1) What is the accuracy of TaintStream on taint tracking? How
does it compare with baselines? (§5.2)
(2) What is the system overhead of TaintStream on running time
and storage? (§5.3)
(3) How can TaintStream support real-world data management
tasks in big data platforms? (§5.4)

5.1

Experiment Setup

We first introduce how we set up our experiments, including benchmarks, baselines, and the experimental environment.
Benchmarks. There are benchmark suites designed for measuring the performance of data processing [44] or evaluating the
accuracy of taint analysis in Web/Android applications [3, 41]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing benchmark
suite tailored for big data taint analysis tasks. Thus, we decide
to create our own benchmark suite to evaluate the accuracy of
TaintStream.
We construct two test suites based on a set of real-world data
processing scripts obtained from an industry data platform (the
platform managed by Team A as we mentioned before). The first
one is called CellBench, which contains 33 hand-crafted data processing scripts that are abstracted from the real-world scripts by
extracting the common operations and custom functions from the
original scripts and combining them into executable data processing pipelines. The pipelines in CellBench are similar to real-world
scripts, while the operations are simplified in order to run on fake
data (fake data generated with Fake [17]). The scripts are grouped
into six categories, each of which is designed to evaluate a representative class of operations, such as operations that group the
data (GroupBy), operate on structured data (Structured Data), or use
user-defined functions (UDF). The second one is ProBench, which
contains 7 real-world scripts that can be executed on a subset of
data that we have access to (the authors’ personal data). The other
scripts are not used because they rely on end-user datasets that
we do not have access to. CellBench is used to evaluate the accuracy of taint analysis because we can automatically generate the
ground truth by customizing the operations and datasets. ProBench
is primarily used to measure the overhead of TaintStream since its
scripts and datasets are more realistic.
We use a value-based approach to generate the ground truth
in CellBench. Specifically, we randomly pick some cells from the
input dataset and add a unique property to the cell values. For
example, the string-typed cells are attached with a special string
and the numerical cells are added a huge number, indicating the
cells are tainted. The data processing operations in CellBench are
designed to keep the taint properties when propagating information. For example, only string concatenation and number addition
are allowed when generating new cells with existing cells. Thus
the output dataset will automatically carry the ground truth taint
information, i.e., a cell should be tainted only if its value contains
the predefined taint property. Figure 4 shows an example, in the
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taint property
will be propagated

taint property
userId

msg

date

lower(msg)

date

xxx

“[tainted] Hi, I am …”

12/3

“[tainted] hi, i am …”

12/3

yyy

“Thanks …”

10/4

“thanks …”

10/4

…

…

…

…

…

Script

Input dataset

Script Name

PySa

Output dataset

Figure 4: A simplified test case in CellBench. Each test case
includes a script, an input dataset, and a ground-truth output dataset.

input dataset, the first msg field is tainted and its string value is
inserted a “[tainted]” substring in the beginning. After processing,
suppose the msg field goes through a lower operation that converts
all letters to the lower case, the cells that contain the “[tainted]”
substring should be identified as tainted cells.
Baselines. To evaluate the taint tracking accuracy, we choose
two baselines to compare against. The first one is PySa [16], a
generic static taint analysis framework for Python code developed
by Facebook. PySa is designed to detect information flow between
variables in code, thus it can only support dataset-level tracking,
i.e., analyzing a dataset is tainted or not. The second baseline is
PlanAnalyzer, which builds a column-level data flow graph (DFG)
based on the Spark logical execution plan [2]. The latter is generated
by Spark at runtime to decide how to execute the data processing
pipeline. The DFG created from PlanAnalyzer is similar to the one
shown in Figure 3. An output column is considered tainted if there
is a flow from a tainted input column to the output column. We do
not compare with other existing approaches [12, 34, 43] mainly due
to the unavailability of their source code [12, 34] or the difficulty
in porting them to our benchmark [43].
In the case study (§5.4), the baselines are the current approaches
of Team A to three common data management tasks. We qualitatively compare TaintStream with current approaches to show its
usefulness.
Experimental environment. The experiments are conducted
on a cluster with four worker nodes and each node is equipped
with an Intel Xeon E5-2665 processor, 128GB memory, and 3TB
storage. The server runs a 64-bit Ubuntu 18.04. The Spark version
is 2.4.3 built on JAVA 1.8 and Scala 2.11. The Python version is 3.7.6.

5.2

Table 3: The taint analysis accuracy of TaintStream and baselines on CellBench. The * sign represents that exception handling is triggered on the corresponding script.

Accuracy of Taint Tracking

We use the scripts and datasets in CellBench to measure the taint
tracking accuracy of TaintStream and other baselines. To simplify
the measurement, we consider the taint tags to be tracked are
booleans indicating whether each cell is sensitive. 50% random
cells in 20% random columns (i.e., 10% of all cells) in the input
datasets are marked as sensitive (carrying “True” tags), and the taint
tracking accuracy is measured by examining whether the sensitive
columns/cells in the output datasets are correctly labeled with the
𝑃
“True” tag. Specifically, the precision is measured by #𝑇 𝑃#𝑇+#𝐹
𝑃 and
#𝑇
𝑃
the recall is #𝑇 𝑃 +#𝐹 𝑁 .
Since the baselines do not support cell-level tracking, we additionally design a column-tracking experiment to compare TaintStream

orderBy_1
orderBy_2
select_1
select_2
withColumn_1
withColumn_2
withColumn_3

4/6
1/3
3/6
1/2
3/3
3/5
3/3

count_1
count_2
count_3
count_4
statistics_1
statistics_2

1/3
2/3
2/5
2/4
4/5
3/5

inner_join_1
inner_join_2
inner_join_3
left_join
right_join
outer_join

2/4
3/5
2/5
3/5
3/5
3/5

array_type_1 *
array_type_2
struct_type_1
struct_type_2
struct_type_3 *

4/5
2/3
2/5
2/3
3/4

udf_1
udf_2
udf_3
class_udf_1
class_udf_2

1/4
1/1
0/1
2/2
1/1

map_reduce_1
map_reduce_2
map_reduce_3
map_reduce_4 *
Summary

0/2
1/4
1/4
1/4
69/125

Column Level
PlanAnalyzer TaintStream
correct/total
Basic
6/6
6/6
3/3
3/3
6/6
6/6
2/2
2/2
3/3
3/3
5/5
5/5
3/3
3/3
GroupBy
3/3
3/3
3/3
3/3
5/5
5/5
4/4
4/4
5/5
5/5
5/5
5/5
Join
4/4
4/4
5/5
5/5
5/5
5/5
5/5
5/5
5/5
5/5
5/5
5/5
Structured Data
5/5
4/5
3/3
3/3
1/5
4/5
2/3
3/3
2/4
3/4
UDF
4/4
4/4
1/1
1/1
0/1
0/1
2/2
2/2
1/1
1/1
Map Reduce
0/2
2/2
0/4
4/4
0/4
4/4
0/4
1/4
103/125
118/125

Cell Level
TaintStream
precision recall
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

80.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
66.7%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
21.9%
93.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

with the baselines. A column is considered tainted if any of its cells
is tainted. We measure how many columns in the output datasets
are correctly labeled for each tracking method.
The detailed results are shown in Table 3.
Column tracking results. We observe that TaintStream correctly labels all the columns in Basic (28/28), GroupBy (25/25), and
Join (29/29) categories and gets more correct results on other categories compared to the baselines. It labels wrong tags on some
columns mainly for two reasons, i.e., exception handling mechanism and missing of the dataflow in UDFs. We will explain them in
detail in the more strict cell tracking experiments.
PlanAnalyzer gains comparable results in Basic, GroupBy, Join,
and UDF categories. However, its accuracy is worse in Structured
Data category and poor in Map Reduce category. For the Structured
Data category, PlanAnalyzer treats structured columns as a whole
due to the non-trivial cost on achieving field-sensitive in the DFG.
For the Map Reduce category, PlanAnalyzer cannot determine the
column dependencies for the map/reduce operations because it
cannot infer the output schema from the Spark execution plan.
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PySa is worse than the other two tools in all categories. This is
reasonable because, as a generic taint analysis framework, PySa is
column-agnostic and supports only dataset-level tracking. Consequently, it gets many false positives results.
Cell tracking results. Given that baselines are worse than
TaintStream in the column tracking experiment and they do not
support a cell-level tracking, their results cannot be improved in
the more strict cell tracking experiment. As a result, we report only
TaintStream’s results.
As shown in Table 3, TaintStream achieves 100% recall on all
scripts, this is because we carefully design the translation rules
to ensure soundness (refer to §3.3). TaintStream achieves a high
precision of 93.0% on average. The false-positive results come from
two reasons, i.e., the exception handling mechanism and the missing
of data flow in UDFs. TaintStream successfully handles exceptions
such as unsupported operators, missing taint tags, etc. For example,
in script “struct_type_3”, a “from_json” function that accepts a
JSON string as the parameter is invoked in the pipeline, TaintStream
cannot determine each field’s taint tag and thus throws an exception.
For the second reason, TaintStream conservatively merges all the
parameters’ tags without analyzing if there is a flow from UDF’s
parameter to the return value. For example, in script “udf_3”, a UDF
takes a tainted column as a parameter but never uses it.
Conclusion. From the two experiments, we can conclude that
TaintStream can not only achieve more accurate results compared to
baselines at column level but also track data at cell level with a precision of 93.0% and perfect recall. Handling data flow in UDFs and
reducing exception triggered are two of the optimization directions.

5.3

System Overhead

The overhead of TaintStream is measured with real-world scripts
in ProBench. Specifically, we run each script in ProBench with or
without TaintStream enabled and compare their running time and
storage space. Similar to the previous experiments, we consider the
boolean taint tags to simplify the measurement (cases that use more
complicated tags are also measured but reported in the case study
for clearer organization). For time assessment, we measure the endto-end running time, including reading, processing, and writing,
and the results are shown in Figure 5. For storage assessment, we
compare the tag size with the original output size and the results
are shown in Table 4.
Running time. As shown in Figure 5, with the increase of the
time spent by the original scripts, the running time of TaintStream
increases proportionally. TaintStream is slower than the original
scripts by 12.7% on average, with a maximum value of 17.0% (on the
script “action provider”). The input data of this script contains many
complicated structured columns. Propagating taint tags in these
columns requires more operations (refer to §3) because TaintStream
needs to first package a sub-column’s value and tag and then package this sub-column to its parent column.
We further break down to investigate what are the main reasons
for the overhead. The overhead can be divided into three parts,
i.e., static code rewriting, dynamic translation, and injected taint
propagation logic. Among them, the former two can be precisely
measured. The results show that TaintStream spends 0.28s on static
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Figure 5: TaintStream’s overhead on running time.
Table 4: The storage overhead of TaintStream. We use 𝑥 to
represent the average size of a taint tag. The “overhead” column reports the overhead when the average tag size is 1 byte.
Script Name
email tokenizer
never replied emails
top name
action provider
email provider
data statistics
extract documents

Original Output Size (Byte)
2,697,017
246,129
16,229
32,073
10,246,702
633
1,097

Tag Size
19,952𝑥
5,000𝑥
153𝑥
636𝑥
44,275𝑥
25𝑥
48𝑥

Overhead
0.74%
2.03%
0.94%
1.98%
0.43%
3.95%
4.38%

code rewriting and 0.87s on dynamic translation on average. Although they are slightly influenced by the length of the script, the
maximum value does not exceed three seconds given a script of
around 300 lines of code. Given that the time spent on taint propagation could increase proportionally with the growth of the input data,
we can conclude that TaintStream’s overhead mainly comes from
the taint propagation and the time spent on static code rewriting
and dynamic translation is negligible.
According to the results, TaintStream introduces a 12.7% overhead on the running time on average. Considering the time and
manpower saved for various stakeholders, as we will show in §5.4,
this cost is rather acceptable.
Storage. By comparing the tag size and the original output size
in Table 4, we derive the following observations.
The size of the taint tags and the original output are positively
correlated. This is reasonable because TaintStream tracks data at
the cell level. When we set the taint tag to a boolean value, the
storage overhead is 2.06% on average. The overhead would grow
larger if more advanced taint tags are adopted. We believe that the
overhead can be further decreased after compression, because taint
tags may contain many duplicated values.
Conclusion. We test TaintStream on ProBench and compare the
results with the original scripts in terms of running time and storage.
The results show that the TaintStream introduces a 12.7% overhead
on the running time and 2.06% overhead on the storage. Considering
the manpower saved, this overhead is rather acceptable.

5.4

Case Study

Finally, we show how TaintStream can be used to enforce three
common and important privacy policies, including data retention,
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Table 5: Comparison between TaintStream and the current practice on three data management tasks.
Task

Data Retention

Access Control

User data Erasure

Approach

Storage
Overhead

Running Time
Overhead

Code
Review

Current practice

-

-

No

TaintStream

3.19%

10.47%

No

Current practice

-

-

Yes

TaintStream

3.97%

16.67%

No

Current practice

-

-

Yes

TaintStream

2.56%

15.69%

No

Extra efforts for data managers and data analysts
Data managers organize the raw data by date and maintain a dataset linage
graph that records the relationship between datasets. Once the raw data expire,
all related datasets will be deleted. No requirements for data analysts.
Data managers formulate the privacy policy in TaintStream format.
Data managers assign storage space with different access permissions to data
analysts. Reading from or writing to an unauthorized space is prohibited
through a process of code review.
Data managers formulate the privacy policy in TaintStream format.
Data managers maintain a data linage graph to track the data movement. Once
a user opts to delete her data, all the records (rows) in related datasets will be
deleted according to the user identifier. Data analysts are required to properly
maintain and propagate the user identifier column. This will be enforced by a
process of code review.
Data managers formulate the privacy policy in TaintStream format.

access control, and user data erasure. We qualitatively compare
the solutions enabled by TaintStream with the current solutions in
Team A to demonstrate its advantages.
Data retention. In current practice, data managers organize the
raw data by date and the platform maintains a data linage graph
that records the input/output relationship between datasets. Once
some of the raw data expires, all related datasets will be deleted
by a sweeper. For TaintStream, a feasible policy can be defined as
follows.
Tag type: Integer 𝑇 . # timestamp of the expiration date
Tag init: : Set 𝑇 to the time when the data expires.
Tag merge: 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚(𝑇1,𝑇2 )
Enforcement: Periodically scan the datasets and delete any
record 𝑥 if the current timestamp is behind its timestamp 𝑇𝑥 .
Access control. In current practice, data analysts are provided
storage spaces in different confidentiality levels. They also have
different access rights to these storage spaces. Any reading/writing
access to an unauthorized space will be prohibited. They are also
required to store confidential data in certain spaces only unless the
data is sanitized, which is enforced by code review. The control
is based on dataset level. TaintStream could achieve a more finegrained control by defining the following policy.
Tag type: Set of identifiers 𝑆. # set of authorized analysts
Tag init: : 𝑆𝑥 ← the analysts with access to the raw data 𝑥.
Tag merge: 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡 (𝑆 1, 𝑆 2 )
Enforcement: A data record 𝑥 is only visible to the analysts in
its authorized analysts set 𝑆𝑥 .
User data erasure. In current practice, data managers build a
data linage graph same as the one in the data retention graph. Data
analysts are required to keep the user ID of each record in the
dataset, which will be enforced by the code review. Once a user
opts to delete her data, all the records (rows) in related datasets
will be deleted according to the user ID. With TaintStream, we can
define the following policy so that data analysts no longer need to
maintain the user ID in the datasets.
Tag type: Set of identifiers 𝑆. # set of involved data providers
Tag init: : 𝑆𝑥 ← the provider the raw data 𝑥
Tag merge: 𝑈 𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑆 1, 𝑆 2 )
Enforcement: If a user 𝑢 asks to be forgotten, delete any record
𝑥 whose tag 𝑆𝑥 contains 𝑢.

Granularity
dataset level
cell level
dataset level
cell level

row level

cell level

Since taint tags in the user data erasure task are sets of identifiers
and the merge function is set union, the taint tag size may grow
infinitely. To avoid this issue, we set the tag to “all” once the set size
is larger than a threshold (e.g., 100). Also, to save computational
cost, the user erasure requests are processed in batches periodically.
Comparison. We qualitatively compare TaintStream with current practice and summarize the results in Table 5.
(1) Additional code review. In current practice, two out of
three tasks need a code review, which takes hours or days before
the script is approved to be executed in the platform. (2) Extra
manual efforts and restrictions. To support these tasks, data
managers take non-trivial efforts, including developing specialized
features and organizing raw data properly. Data analysts are also
restricted by many rules when writing scripts. (3) Coarse granularity. Current practice usually works in a coarse granularity. For
example, in the data retention task, a dataset will be deleted once
it contains an expiration record even if most of the records do not
expire. These non-expiration data are falsely deleted, causing a
waste of valuable computational resources.
By contrast, TaintStream realizes these tasks more automatically.
No code review is required and no restrictions for data analysts.
Data managers only need to formulate the policy in TaintStream
format and a fine-grained result is reported. To realize the tasks,
TaintStream brings a less than 4% overhead on the storage and an
averaged 14.23% overhead on the running time. This is a rather acceptable proportion considering the convenience and saved efforts
for various stakeholders as aforementioned.

6

RELATED WORK

Our work is close to two classes of research.
Taint analysis is a widely studied technique to track information flow in a program. It can be done statically or dynamically.
The static approach is performed on the source code or byte code
without executing the program, while the dynamic taint tracking
operates during programming execution.
Taint analysis has been implemented for various platforms, including Android [4, 13, 23, 42, 52, 54], JavaScript [6, 10, 22], WebAssembly [20], etc. Among them, TaintART [42] adopted similar
design ideas as TaintStream, which implemented an instrumented
compiler that inserts code blocks to handle taint propagation between variables. As explained in §2.3, these approaches can hardly
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be ported to big data platforms due to the lack of traceable information and the complicated storage and computation mechanisms.
There are also several taint tracking solutions proposed for data
management systems. Schütte et al. [34] introduced a data usage
control system, which models a query script as a column-level
data flow graph similar to the one in Figure 3. DBTaint [12] was
designed for dynamic taint tracking in SQL engines, which extended
the data types in databases and modifies some SQL operations to
maintain the extended data types. FLOWDEBUG [43] proposed
to analyze fine-grained data provenance by extending the Scale
type system and inserting custom data abstractions through sourceto-source transformation. TaintStream is conceptually similar to
these approaches (especially FLOWDEBUG), while having several
differences: (1) TaintStream is a generic framework that can serve
various privacy compliance tasks, while the prior approaches were
designed for other purposes (e.g., debugging) or specific scenarios
(e.g., access control). (2) TaintStream is able to perform non-intrusive
taint tracking with no modification to the legacy systems like Spark
runtime or Scala type system, while prior work needs to integrate
extra modules to the systems. (3) TaintStream is tailored for Streamlike data processing engines that have more complicated and flexible
operations than traditional SQL, such as 𝑚𝑎𝑝/𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒, customized
functions, etc.
Privacy policy enforcement. There are many other approaches
related to automated privacy policy enforcement.
Many researchers have attempted to formulate privacy policies
in machine-readable formats. For example, Tschantz et al. [45] provided semantics of purpose restrictions to describe whether an
action is for a purpose or not. Chowdhury et al. [9] presented a
policy specification language which can capture the privacy requirements of HIPAA. Wang et al. [47] introduced a formal policy
language that can govern how the data is processed. We also have
a specific format for policy definition. These formats are designed
for different purposes and checking mechanisms, and there isn’t
any policy format that is universally agreed upon today.
Based on the formalized privacy policies, privacy compliance
can be examined by analyzing the program behavior and checking
its consistency with the policies. There have been a great deal of
methods in tracking or restricting information flows in programs,
including language-based [18, 32, 33], role-based [8, 30, 31, 38],
and purpose-based [14] approaches. To facilitate privacy risk assessment and privacy compliance checking, researchers have also
proposed new programming languages and frameworks that can
weave privacy policies into the code [21, 33, 53] or simplify the
analysis of program behaviors [15, 28]. For big data platforms, existing privacy compliance checking approaches are either tailored for
a specific type of privacy requirements such as access control [36],
or based on a new framework or paradigm that requires non-trivial
adaption efforts from developers [47]. TaintStream is able to support
flexible and fine-grained policy enforcement without any manual
modification to the analytic script and runtime engine.

7

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We have presented TaintStream, a light-weight fine-grained taint
tracking framework for Spark-like big data platforms. By customizing the injected taint propagation logic, TaintStream is able to fulfill
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various privacy protection requirements such as data retention,
access control, user data erasure, etc. Experiments on a self-built
benchmark and several real-world cases show that TaintStream is
able to achieve accurate cell-level tracking with 93.0% precision
and 100% recall and is able to flexibly support various privacy requirements with acceptable overhead.
A potential obstacle to adopting TaintStream in practice is the
over-conservative taint propagation, i.e., taint tags may be propagated to many irrelevant cells, even the whole dataset, by insensitive
operations (e.g., count, mean, etc.). This may also lead to huge storage overhead if the taint tag size is large. A possible countermeasure
is to define “exception” operations in which the taint tags should
not be propagated. Another limitation of TaintStream is that the
tracking mechanisms may be evaded by intentional data analysts,
e.g., by obfuscating the scripts or using complicated custom functions. Although in most cases the analysts are honest, we believe
some mechanisms to regulate code style and/or detect abnormal
code would be helpful in the future.
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